
23.-24.1.2010 TURKU WINTER KV, RONY DOEDIJNS, ALANKOMAAT 
 
PENNUT 
 
UROKSET 
 
BLACK BACK RAJU RUMBA FI36503/09 
Young male. He needs a lot of time to mature. At the moment the bite is overshot. Needs stronger underjaw. 
Nice eye and pigmentation. Need more stability in front. Needs a level up the topline. Needs correct rear 
angulation. Nice colour and coat quality. Movements are correct for age. Correct in temperament. 
PEK1 
 
NARTUT  
 
BRISTREGAL RUN TO THE HILLS FI39220/09 
Young bitch who needs time to mature. Needs to get used to the show scene. Sufficient bone and substance. 
Correct head profile. Nice eye and pigmentation. Needs to get more stability in front. Correct rear 
angulation. Correct body for age. Needs to improve in topline. Needs to get more steady on the move. Very 
well presented. 
PEK2 
 
SMARTPAW'S EVERY DAY FI35787/09 
Bitch of good type and proportion. Happy in temperament. Meaby needs a fraction shorter in the loins. Nice 
eye and pigmentation. Needs to settle in front. Correct rearangulation and tailset. Coat quality is correct fo 
age. Needs to get firmer on the move. Nice temperament and presentation.  
PEK1 KP ROP-pentu 
 
SMARTPAW'S ONCE AGAIN FI35786/09 
This bitch can not be judged at the moment, because she is very in stress when she needs to show the lite. 
She does not want to move properly. I can not examine the bite. And her temperament worries me at the 
moment. I hope she improves later. All over she needs time to mature. 
 
UROKSET 
 
BENAYR MR GOODWILL FI16922/09 
Male of nice size and type. Very typical in temperament. Nice head profile. With very good eye and 
pigmentation. Excellent topline and tailset. Well developed body for age. Typical in front and rear 
angulation. Nice coat quality and colour. Movements are ok for age. Very well presented. 
NUO ERI1 
 
JILLBAY ARJENONNI FIN60985/08 
Young male of correct size and proportions. Typical in bone and substance. Nice eye and expression. Correct 
neck, topline and tailset. Needs to get more stability in front. Coat quality is correct for age. Nees to improve 
on the move. Nice temperament and presentation.  
NUO ERI3 
 
REIMIN SHOOT TO THRILL FI15788/09 
Male of good size and proportions. Very typical in bone and substance. Lovely head with nice proportions in 
muzzle and skull. Nice eye. Lovely topline and tailset. Correct in front and rear angulation. Nice coat quality 
and colour. Movements can be a bit firmer. Very well presented.  
JUN ERI2 
 
TRUOZZY'S FAT CAT FI34701/09 



Young male. Lovely temperament. Needs time to mature in topline. Sufficient in bone and substance. 
Correct in head profile and pigmentation. Needs to get more stability in front. Correct rear angulation and 
topline. Good coat quality. Needs to get firmer on the move. Very well presented. 
JUN ERI4 
 
AVOCATION MAGIC OF MOON FIN20702/08 
Lovely male. Excellent in type, size and temperament. Very good in proportions. Nice head profile, with 
typical expression. Excellent topline and tailset. Typical in front and rear angulation. Well developed body. 
Excellent in front and feet. Free and easy on the move. Very well presented. Nice colour and condition.  
NUO ERI1 PU4 
 
BARBAROSSA FIN26287/08 
Male of good size. I would prefer a bit stronger terrier temperament. Coat quality could be harsher. Nice eye 
and pigmentation. Needs more stability in front. Correct tailset and rear angulation. Needs to be firmer on the 
move. Very well presented. 
NUO EH2 
 
BLACK BACK FLY-N-DIVE FIN29177/08 
A young male. I would prefer a bit more bone and substance and a bit more masculinity. Head could be a bit 
stronger. Nice eye and pigmentation. Could do a bit more stability in front and a bit firmer topline. Nice coat 
quality and colour. Needs to be a bit firmer on the move. Nice temperament and presentation.  
NUO EH 
 
SURELY COULDNT RESIST FIN55684/08 
Male of good size and proportions. I would prefer more intence colour and the coat quality could be a bit 
harsher. Nice eye, pigmentation could be more intence, and I would prefer a bit more stability in front. 
Correct rear angulation and tailset. Needs to be firmer and more active on the move. Very well presented. 
NUO EH4 
 
TERHIERIN BOSS IN MOTION FIN45755/08 
Young male of correct size and proportions. Needs to have a more stronger and more firmer topline. Needs 
to get more stability in front. Correct rear angulation and tailset. Dark eye with good pigmentation. Coat 
quality could be harsher. Correct mover. Very well presented. 
NUO EH3 
 
MELUKYLÄN PELIMIES FIN11093/08 
Lovely male. Excellent in size and proportions. Beautiful head. Lovely eye and expression. Lovely topline 
and tailset. Excellent front and feet. Correct rear angulation. Excellent muscle tone. Tip top coat quality. Free 
and easy on the move. Very well presented. Lovely presentation of the breed. 
AVO ERI1 PU1 SERT CACIB VSP 
 
TERHIERIN MR BROWNSTONE FIN51760/05 
Male of correctsize and proportions. Ha s a jumping temperament. Good bone and substance. Nice eye and 
pigmentation. Typical earset. Lovely topline. Excellent rear angulation, croupe and tailset. Nice colour and 
conditioin. Movements can be a bit more fluently but now and then I can judge proper movements. Very 
well presented.  
AVO ERI2 
 
TERHIERIN PIRATE JACK 13064/08 
Lovely male. Correct in size and proportions. Typical in bone and substance. Needs to get used to the show 
scene. Correct head profile. Pigmentation could be more intence. Correct front and feet. Correct rear 
angulation and muscle tone. Correct coat quality and colour. Could be a bit stronger on the move.  
AVO ERI4 
 



 
TOP-KNOT LUCKY PALMER FIN54984/06 
Correct size and proportions. Good bone and substance. Nice head profile with nice eye and expression. 
Correct body. Nicely made in front. Tail carriage could be a bit better. Coat quality can be harsher. 
Movements are ok. Nice temperament and presentation. 
AVO ERI3 
 
BLACK BACK LAS VIVAZ FIN50938/07 
Male of correct size and proportions. Sufficient bone and substance. Beautiful head with lovely eye and 
expression. Lovely neck. Sufficient stabily in front. Correct topline and tailset. Correct rear angulation. Nice 
coat quality. Free and easy mover. Very well presented.  
VAL ERI2 PU3 
 
JASKARIN MASTER-HIMSELF S59936/2007 
Lovely male. Excellent type, size and temperament. Excellent topline and tailset. Well developed body. 
Correct in front and rear angulation. Very nice head profile with lovely eye and expression. Excellent coat 
quality, colour and texture. Free and easy on the move. Very well presented. 
VAL ERI1 PU2 VASERT VARACA 
 
REIMIN SPECIAL EDITION FIN53295/06 
Medium size male with sufficient bone and substance. Correct head profile with dark eye and nice 
pigmentation. Lovely topline and tailset. Well developed body. Typical in front and rear angulation. Lovely 
coat quality. Easy mover. Lovely temperament and presentation. 
VAL ERI4 
 
TERHIERIN NOT A SPACECASE FIN10809/06 
Stirdy male. A bit heavy in body, but nice topline. Sufficient bone and substance. Masculine head with nice 
eye and pigmentation. Well filled muzzle. Correct in front and feet. Correct rear angulation and tailset. Nice 
coat quality and colour. Movements are ok. Very well presented. Bite is not 100% scissors bite. 
VAL ERI 
 
TRUOZZY'S HANDYMAN FIN39258/07 
Nice male. Correct in size and proportions. Excellent bone and substance. Dark eye very good in 
pigmentation and expression. Correct in front and feet. Very good body and topline. Correct rear angulation. 
Nice coat quality. Free and easy on hte move. Very well presented. 
VAL ERI3 
 
NARTUT 
 
BENAYR MISS HIGH FIVE FI16930/09 
Young bitch. Very nice in size and temperament. Correct in proportions. Feminine head and expression. 
Sufficient bone and substance. Nice feminine head with correct pigmentation and nice eye. Correct topline 
and tailset for age. Sufficient in front and rear angulation. Coat quality could be a bit harsher. Needs to get 
stronger on the move. Nice presentation. 
JUN ERI2 
 
BLACK BACK BAHAMA MAMA FI20368/09 
Very nice young bitch. Lovely in type and temperament. Very feminine. Beautiful topline and tailset. Correct 
rear angulation. Sufficien stability in front. Dark eye with strong pigmentation. Keen expression. Coat 
quality needs to be a bit harsher. Presented to the perfection.  
JUN ERI1 
 
 
 



 
REIMIN DARKPASSIONPLAY FIN55700/08 
A young bitch. Correct size and proportions. Sufficient bone and substance. Needs to get a bit firmer on 
topline. Correct rear angulation and tailset. Nicely made in front and feet. Nice coat quality but the structure 
should be a bit harsher. Needs to get a bit stronger on the move. Very well presented. 
JUN ERI 
 
REIMIN SEVENTH SIGN FI15739/09 
Very nice bitch. Very good in bone and substance. Correct in proportions. Lovely femine head with nice eye, 
lovely pigmentation and keen expression. Needs to get firmer topline. Correct coat quality for age. 
Movements are ok for age. Very well presented. 
JUN ERI4 
 
SOMEHOW CAFE AU LAIT FI14402/09 
Nice bitch. Very happy in temperament. Needs time to mature and to get stronger topline. Correct tailset and 
rear angulation. Nice head profile with nice eye and correct pigmentation. Correct forechest and body for 
age. Need to be a bit harsher in coat texture but nice in colour. Very nice temperament and presentation. 
JUM ERI3 
 
BIG IDA JA MEIDÄN OMA FIN34592/08 
POISSA 
 
DREAMPOWER'S WILD DREAM FIN19040/08 
Stirdy bitch. Nice in type, size and proportions. Correct in head profile. Nice eye and pigmentation. 
Sufficient stability in front. Correct rear angulation and tailset. Topline can be a bit firmer. Lovely coat 
qualtiy. Nice temperament and presentation. Free and easy on the move.  
NUO ERI1 
 
TERHIERIN IBIZA HIPPIE FIN45757/08 
Bitch of correct size and proportions. Corect in front and rear angulation. Nice fore chest and body for age. 
Needs to level up in topline. Nice eye and pigmentation. Sufficient stability in front. Turns out with feet east 
west a bit. Movements are ok for age. Nice temperament and presentation.  
NUO EH2 
 
BLACK BACK ÄHÄKUTTI FIN49446/04 
POISSA 
 
MELUKYLÄN PAPUPATA FIN11098/08 
Bitch of lovely type and size. Excellent in proportions. Sufficient in bone and substance. Beautiful feminine 
head with lovely expression. Sufficient in pigmentation, beautiful neck, topline and tailset. Correct rear 
angulation. Excellent body and coat quality. Movements can go a bit firmer. Presented to perfection. Lovely 
temperament. AVO ERI1 PN1 SERT CACIB ROP  
 
TOP-KNOT LINDEMAN'S RED FIN54952/06 
Bitch of correct size. She needs a harsher structure. She has nice colour. Sufficient bone and substance. 
Medium brown eyes with correct pigmentation. Sufficient stability in front. Correct rear angulation and 
tailset. Movements are ok. Happy temperament. Very well presented. 
AVO ERI2 
 
TRUOZZY'S HANDS OFF FIN39262/07 
Bitch of correct size and proportions. I would prefer a bit firmer topline. Nice eye and expression. Correct in 
pigmentation. Sufficient stability in front. Correct rear angulation and tailset. Coat quality needs to be 
harsher. Very active on the move. Nice temperament and presentation.  
AVO ERI3 
 



JASKARIN SURPRISE-HERSELF S59934/2007 
Beautiful bitch. Very feminine in outline and type. Excellent topline and tailset. Lovely in head and 
expression. Nice full muzzle and typical earset. Correct in front and rear angulation. Lovely coat quality and 
colour and texture. Free and easy on the move. Handled to perfection. Excellent temperament. 
VAL ERI1 PN2 VASERT VARACA 
 
TERHIERIN KISS KISS FIN47153/04 
Nice bitch. Very good in size and proportions. Typical in bone and substance. Beautiful head profile with 
lovely eye and expression. Lovely neck, topline and tailset. Very good in body. Correct front and rear 
angulation. Nice coat quality. Correct on the move. Very well presented. 
VAL ERI2 PN4 
 
TRUOZZY'S BLACK CAT FIN52125/06 
Bitch of correct size and proportions. Sufficient bone and substance. Topline can be a bit firmer. But nice 
head profile. Correct in pigmentation. Nicely made in front. Correct rear angulation and tailset. Coat quality 
can be a bit harsher. Movements are ok. Very well presented.  
VAL ERI3 
 
BLACK BACK ORANGE BLOSSOM FIN11148/00 
POISSA 
 
FLASHSTYLE'S JOVIAL GIRL FIN39192/01 
Bitch with lovely temperament. Very good in size and proportions. Correct in bone and substance. Topline 
can be a bit firmer. Nice head profile. Correct eye and pigmentation, lip pigmentation can be a bit intense. 
Correct in angulation front and rear. Free and easy on the move. Very well presented.  
VET ERI2 
 
OUSKAN NAURU-HERMO FIN33761/99 
10 and ½ years old. Still shown in a good condition. I would prefer a bit stronger muzzle. Not full in 
?entition anymore. Normally angulated in front and rear. Good coat quality and colour. Could develop a bit 
more reach and drive on the move. Very well presented. 
VET EH4 
 
REIMIN SUN MOON STARS FIN25441/99 
Lovely bitch. Nearly 11 years old. Still showing in tiptop condition. Maybe the body is a bit heavy at the 
moment, but very good in bone and substance. Nicely made in front and feet. Still has excellent dental 
condition. Correct in front and rear angulation. Correct coat quality and colour. Movements are ok. Very 
well presented. 
VET ERI1 ROP-VET 
 
SELENDIA IN KOZMIC BLUES FIN14768/99 
Nearly 11 years old. Still has a lovely temperament. Coat is too soft. Correct in body and rear angulation. 
Topline can be a bit firmer. I would prefer a bit stronger muzzle. Teeth are still in very good dental 
condition. Sufficient stability in front. Very well presented. Movements can develop a bit more power and 
drive. 
VET ERI3 
 
KASVATTAJAT 
 
KENNEL BLACK BACK om. Mervi Soiletsalo 
ei esitetty 
 
 
 
 



KENNEL REIMIN om. Krista Riihelä 
Lovely group. Correct in size and proportions. Correct in coat quality and breed type. Correct on the move. 
Nice temperament and presentation. 
KASV 1 KP 
(Shoot To Thrill, Special Edition, Darkpassionplay, Sun Moon Stars) 
 
KENNEL TERHIERIN om. Terhi Oksanen 
Correct group in size and type. Correct in head profile, bone and substance. Correct on the move. Nice in 
temperament and presentation. 
KASV3 KP 
(Boss In Motion, Kiss Kiss, Not A Spacecase, Pirate Jack) 
 
KENNEL TRUOZZY'S om. Anne Moilanen 
Very equal group. Correct in size, type and temperament. Very nice in proportions. Correct in bone and 
substance. Movements are ok. Very well presented. 
KASV2 KP 
(Fat Cat, Handyman, Hands Off, Black Cat) 
 


